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Orsini who watched for him at the gates of Rome. On the
26th of September, says Lo Spondano, suddenly he died
One of the claims of the church is that of a Divine
Promise of Her Maintenance until the end of the world. It
is interesting to the student of history to notice that, from
time to time, Her responsible authorities comport them-
selves as though they had no faith in the validity of that
prediction. They seem to think that its fulfilment solely
depends upon their own exertions. The strange conviction
of the necessity of his present existence, which is innate in
the ordinary man, is perhaps the explanation of the extraor-
dinary expenditure of energy to avert death, to invalidate
the most fervent and frequent professions of belief in The
Life Of The World To Come, to consolidate human insti-
tutions and human plans, which obtains on such occasions
as the close of a prelacy or the end of a pontificate. If it
be true that actions speak louder than words, then the
confusion attendant on a Pope's death must tell a sorry tale.
On the sixth of August, 1458, the Lord Calixtus P.P. Ill
lay dying in the Vatican. Rome was in a turmoil. Colonna
and Orsini were sharpening their swords. The banished
cardinals were hurrying back for the ensuing Conclave,
The four loyal cardinals were fortified in their palaces,
Only the Cardinal-Nephews attended at the Pope's bedside,
The curious privilege which was accorded to these last,
at this period, could not be exercised in the present case-
By the very conditions of their juniority in the Sacred Col-
lege, added to the powerful influence which they were
supposed to hold over the reigning Pontiff, the Cardinal-
Nephews were the objects of intense dislike (to put it
mildly) on the part of their colleagues. Their elevation was
an offence; their enrichment, a matter for envy; their in-
difference to opinion, a matter for positive hatred. The only

